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Fascinating stories of psychic occurrences by over 70 women, interwoven through the text,
illustrate the powers available to you when you discover your psychic powers. ALL WOMEN ARE
PSYCHICS is an inspiring book that will help you reclaim this innate gift. Learn how to:Travel
astrally.See other people’s auras.Regress to past lives.Interpret dreams.Test yourself for
ESP.Predict the future.Contact your spirit guides.Dream lucidly.

About the AuthorDIANE STEIN is a popular and acclaimed healer and the best-selling author of
Essential Reiki and 25 other books in the fields of metaphysical healing, women's spirituality,
and alternative health. She lives and teaches in Florida.THE AUTHOR SCOOPRead any good
books lately?My favorite reading is science fiction, there are new good books coming out every
day. Look at Sharon Shinn, Tamora Pierce, Ann Bishop, and so many more talented women
fiction writers.If you had to boil your book's message down to one sentence, what would it be?
Serve the Light, trust the Light, make a difference in the world with who you are and what you
do.What are you working on now?I prefer to keep future books a secret until they are finished.
No one will know until the manuscript is mailed in.Do you eat your vegetables?I have been a
vegetarian since 1983. I do eat my vegetables.If you had a superpower, what would it be?
Wonder Woman, of course.How long did it take you to write this book?I have been working with
herbs for over 35 years, so you could say it took that long to write it. --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Books By Diane SteinChapter OneOther Realities:Altered States of Consciousnessand Psychic
ExperienceBecause the nature of our inner dimension is qualitatively different from the material
world around us, we have no framework for understanding what we experience when working
with it. There’s a vulnerability, an insecurity, that you feel when working with the
innerconsciousness, for there is no objective world to knock up against so you can know your
position and what you’re dealing with … When you understand the dynamics of
innerconsciousness you will find yourself more able to trust and work with your own inner
powers.1As a young child, I had the feeling that there was more than I could see. I asked
questions, too many of them for grownups’ comfort sometimes, and often received no answers,
or unsatisfactory ones. Lying in bed at night, I’d wonder what was real, if what I was told or saw
for myself was the whole story or if there might be more. I knew that there was another reality,
something beyond what I could see or find out about, but that all the answers were there. I’d
imagine what that other reality was like, where it existed, and create the possibilities in my mind.
At times I knew I’d been there while dreaming, and waking had answers I couldn’t logically have
known. My parents’ reactions to this, if I talked about or let slip what I knew, were often to punish
—they thought I’d been listening at closed doors.Children are universally psychic. They know
that reality is multi-sided, other facets existing but not showing. They know that there are multiple
possible realities, each capable of manifesting in its place and circumstance. They know that
“real” is a relative term. Women in women’s spirituality sense glimmers of this. They use the word
“wicca,” meaning to shape or to bend, and say that “magick is the art of changing reality at will.”2
Grown wiccans grope for it, but children live it. Children move in and out of the women’s cast



circles, and the energy of the circle is not broken but follows them. Children see or sense auras,
“know things,” talk with invisible playmates and faeries, dream vividly and fully, astral travel,
predict deaths as everyday happenings, foresee births, see elementals and spirits. All these are
real and take place in a children’s real world, an alternate world to outside-the-circle concepts of
reality. The mothers watch and learn to understand, to remember and re-claim for
themselves.Most children submerge their psychic skills as they grow up. They are told there are
no colors when they talk of auras, that no one’s there when they talk with a spirit guide or
nonvisible animal helper, that they must have overheard adults when they know something, that
it’s “only a dream,” that they can’t leave their physical bodies. A child forseeing a death or
traumatic event is punished for talking about it or blamed for its coming true, and so she holds
the information and her questions inside, is frightened into repressing and forgetting what she
knows. A child whose unseen friend is ignored by others learns to ignore her, too. Denied the
validation of her dreams she stops mentioning them, then stops remembering them. The colored
auras around people and animals fade, the faeries go away, the magick stops. Assimilated into
the accepted version of concrete reality, the child denies her python self and forgets it exists. A
skill or sense unused goes dormant, and the doors are closed.Entering women’s spirituality as
an adult, the woman who had been psychic as a child becomes psychic again. She re-opens,
remembers and re-claims what she’s lost, works to learn again the magick of the python
Goddess within her. She becomes a child again, learning to use her inborn senses in a safer,
more supportive space, dis-covering and polishing her skills. Exploring the realms of women’s
spirituality in ritual or divination, herb lore, Goddess cultures or crystals, the python of psychic
ability, often unasked for, awakens. Sometimes frightening at first, psychic opening awes and
exhilarates, fascinates and becomes a coming-together of other skills.Psychic opening returns
to women a part of reality that they thought was lost, a part they were taught to ignore. A new
sense is added to the accepted five senses, and another level of reality manifests. Women re-
claim their child selves, realities and knowings not gone but long forgotten and withheld. Other
magick—deeper and fuller ways of seeing, hearing, knowing and feeling—come into focus.
Stroking the python, the creation Goddess within, re-claims women’s heritage and
birthright.Loren is a psychic and re-members her childhood, shares the pain and beauty of
experiencing other, unaccepted, multiple realities in a one-sided world. Patriarchy has always
denied women’s and children’s realities, offered a pat explanation not wide enough for creative
minds and free-ranging perspectives. This is obvious and evident, often painful, for women who
were psychic as children and are again as adults.3My childhood memories are of seeing and
hearing things that were not ‘real’ to anyone around me. I remember being taken out of
kindergarten class one day because I became so entranced with watching the swirls of color
and fairy forms around the class, that I no longer responded to what was happening on a
mundane level … I remember hearing people’s thoughts, and seeing the thoughts take form …I
was taken to a psychiatrist for tests when I was six … To be told that your experience of life is not
real leaves you in a very dubious position in regards to your sanity.Loren’s experiences of seeing



auras and thought-forms were and are real. She has re-opened her psychic life and has a child
of her own now. She understands and validates her son Gabriel’s psychic world, knowing that
there are many versions of “real”:For him, it has been a much more gentle experience, because
his mother accepts and nurtures it, and because he is a gentle soul. Sharing what I know of the
spirit world with him has been a healing for the little girl in me, who now has a friend.Leonie as a
child felt a oneness with other lives, a rapport with animals. She lived on a farm:Anytime there
were deer on the property and I was out, one or more of them would come up to me out of the
orchard … stand within a few feet of me, or even come up to nuzzle me, then turn and go back
into the orchard. One summer I also had a moth that came to light on my shoulder at night for
about a week or so. It didn’t approach the rest of the family, nor did the deer. I also had a very
close relationship with dogs and some cats, occasionally birds as well. My special affinity with
larger wild animals seemed to disappear when I entered puberty, although squirrels and other
small animals remain quite friendly.She experienced the dreamworld deeply, too:I could start a
dream, pick it up the next night where I had left it and continue that way for weeks at a time.
Primarily these were dreams of situations involving feelings about people and places I had never
seen, but have since met and/or visited. Colors, sensations, and emotional elements were
combined, and matched the ones I had later.In one case she dreamed of an accident, of herself
and her mother being killed by a fast-coming ambulance as they crossed the street. Leonie was
about eight years old at the time:I had this dream repeatedly, at intervals, but was never afraid to
walk along that side of the street, until one day when I was with my mother again, and was
seized by intense dread about half a block from that intersection. I flatly refused to go any
further, or to tell my mother why, but told her she would know later. At last she agreed to cross
the street. As we finished the distance on the other side of the street, an ambulance came
careening into the hospital’s driveway, running a red light, just as I’d seen it in my dream. Had we
been standing there, we’d most certainly have been killed.This was a precognitive dream, a
clairvoyant experience.Diane astral projected as a child and remembers a number of
experiences of doing so, as well as experiences of knowing when someone would die. Her
earliest experience of foreknowing death was at two years old. She believes she teleported at an
early age, and had a vivid experience with apparitions or spirits at thirteen. She has known and
accepted her abilities always.At the age of nine I astral projected. It was during a full moon in
Italy. I ‘woke up’ one evening and was thirsty. I wandered into my parents’ room and tried to wake
them up. They wouldn’t wake up, so I went to wake up my brother to play (he was six) and he
wouldn’t wake up, either. So I think I went back to my own room and saw myself on the bed.
Upon realizing that there were two of me I figured that I could go outside and play and still not
get into trouble (since I would also be in bed and not get caught). I went outside and began to
walk up the driveway to get into the neighbor’s vineyard. I quickly realized that flying would be a
lot easier. So I flew.Flying is fun, and being psychic is fun when the acceptance is there, the
acknowledgement inside her of a child’s own psychic reality.Ana was raised in the Native
American tradition where her psychic abilities were re-cognized early, respected, trained and



nurtured. She was taught by her grandmother, an Algonquin Indian woman raised in the old
ways, and initiated into Native American healing traditions, which are matriarchal. Ana saw auras
and felt a strong telepathic link between herself, her mother and her grandmother, a link that
protected her as a preschool child disabled with seizures. The link now extends through the
generations to her daughter and young granddaughter. Ana as an adult is a healer, psychic and
medicine woman:My family did not ridicule me, I was respected by my cousins and sisters
because my grandmother told them I was chosen and special. The family came to me when I
was young and still do for questions of health both mental and physical. I was told as a child that
my ‘gifts’ were not appreciated by all peoples and not to talk of them.These women re-member
and have claimed or re-claimed their psychic abilities. Their lives are fuller for them, though in
some cases their childhoods were less easy for knowing a reality that adults around them
refused. And the issue again is: what is reality? Is it more than a difference in perception or
perspective? Spirituality and science, matriarchy and patriarchy have different definitions. The
woman or child who is psychic experiences a reality or realities that the concrete patriarchal
world denies. She has an inborn matriarchal consciousness, that way of Be-ing.The patriarchal
world view has great investment in a concrete view of reality, a linear view that says there is only
one way, and that refuses any event it can’t explain or test by scientific methods. Psychic
phenomena have been thoroughly tested in the laboratory, yet science still ignores them totally.
They present a view of reality that’s too threatening. Even where provable, psychic phenomena
are personal and cannot be controlled—and the issue here is control. The left-brained rational
male mind is totally immersed in empirical science, a science that says prove it and learn to
duplicate it at will or it isn’t valid. Only what is, is possible. What is, but can’t be explained, is
impossible and therefore doesn’t exist. (A table is a table and nothing else). This hard-line
linearity gives the Western world Wall Street, the technology of computers and heart transplants.
It comes with an attitude of arrogance and superiority toward everyone but other patriarchs, and
with an attitude of conquer (not live with or cooperate with) the Earth. Values are materialistic
and unfeeling, and often are racist, ablist, classist, sexist and misogynist.Matriarchy, women’s
value structures, think differently. The emphasis here is right-brain abstraction and creativity. In a
woman-oriented Goddess world all possibilities exist and can be manifested, whether they are
evident and provable or not. If something is possible, it is, whether it can be duplicated and
controlled or not. (A table is a table, but it is also oak wood from a living tree that can be shaped
to something else. A table is an altar, or a place to eat on, or a thing for children to play under).
Women are psychic, and the experiences of virtually every woman prove this. Psychic
phenomena as approved in the laboratory are interesting to a point, but they were already
proven outside it. That they are not understood enough to duplicate reliably under laboratory
conditions is irrelevant.The acceptance of matriarchal creative thinking, unlimited reality, has
given the world such ideas as weaving, pottery, agriculture, cooking, healing, building and
nurturing—all the patriarchally denigrated women’s work skills without which civilization would
not have developed or people survived. Matriarchal right-brained thinking has given the world



religion (solely Goddess worship in the beginning), culture, the arts, every form of creativity and
imagination, and the caring of one Be-ing for another. The world view is that all is a part of
Goddess, all life is one. The peace and environmental movements, women’s spirituality and
feminism, civil rights and anti-racism are outgrowths of being one with the planet instead of
trying to conquer it. There is no tight-fitting box to compress what’s possible in a matriarchal
world; the universe is wide open and nonlinear, and reality is individual and collective at once, for
the good of all.There is a difference in focus and perspective here. Loren as a child saw auras,
colors and thought-forms. Non-Western and matriarchal thought honor her as a psychic for her
ability to perceive the real but usually unseen. Western patriarchal thought sends her to a
psychiatrist, questioning her sanity, her fitness to live in a linear, non-imaginative world.
Matriarchal perspective honors the child, mourns the loss into adulthood/patriarchy that stops
the colors and traumatizes her, without teaching her to use both realities comfortably. Patriarchal
reality approves when the colors stop, ignores and devalues Loren’s perceptions until they do.
There is no room for colors in a linear world.Both Loren’s colors and the patriarchy’s insistence
on “nothing there” are real. On the plane of concrete reality, there are no “invisible” colors. On the
plane of unseen realities, psychic sensitivity beyond the physical senses and matriarchal forms
of Goddess consciousness, there are colors indeed, and countless other psychics see or sense
them, not to mention all the children who see the colors until they are told that colors are
impossible. Perception is the difference, the crucial thing here, perception and perspective, and
perception and perspective are crucial keys to fostering psychic development in women.Says
Eileen Garrett, one of the great woman mediums and psychics who cooperated extensively with
science to find proofs for parapsychology, the idea of perspective is all important.The
supersensory experiences of clairvoyance, trance, telepathy and so on depends upon a
fundamental shift of one’s awareness. The field of stimulation is itself changed.I can now
consciously shift my breathing when I choose and by doing so I can constantly change my
activity from one phase to another.4Medium Gail Fairfield, quoted earlier, expressed something
similar. There are alternate forms of reality, alternate levels, and women who stroke the python
learn to shift between them. They re-cognize both values, the concrete and the formless, as real,
and train themselves to perceive and move between realities. Loren’s colors and “a table is a
table” are both at once. Entering between the worlds in ritual is a version of this, and so is the
shift in concentration between the here and now and the events going on between pages when
reading a good book. It begins to make sense. Says crystal ball gazer Antiga, clairvoyant
divination (or being psychic in other ways):is a way of looking at the world and my life in that
world from a different perspective. This perspective is round and whole—no part of it is split off
from the rest.Though women’s and patriarchal perspectives and perceptions seem miles apart,
a group of highly placed scientists, the quantum physicists, are working to combine the views—
and are succeeding. They are renegades in science, children with the frogs still in their pockets,
who get away with it because of ideas so complex that they only understand each other. They
talk of a world of hard matter but define matter in terms of open space, the spaces between



atoms and the nonstatic activities of atoms themselves. A table is a table for them, but also
much more.According to accepted scientific thought, all matter is made up of atoms, and an
object’s hardness or density depends on how fast the atoms are moving. In quantum physics,
matter is made up of not only atoms but of the vast spaces and electrical fields between and
inside them, and atoms themselves are made up of complex component parts. The grade-
school model of an atom looking like a solar system, electrons and protons whirling around a
solid nucleus, has given way to other things that are almost beyond definition.Arthur Koestler, in
his book The Roots of Coincidence, presents a chapter titled “The Perversity of Physics,” in
which all of scientific theory of reality becomes a comedy of the impossible, improbable and
unreal. The point of the discussion is this:When we get down to the atomic level, the objective
world in space and time no longer exists, and the mathematical symbols of theoretical physics
refer merely to possibilities, not to facts.5A table is a table, on one hand, but on the other it is
“sheer nothingness,” comprised mainly of the empty spaces and energy fields between the small
amounts of actual atomic matter that comprise it. “The interior of the atom is empty,” and the
atoms themselves, of which all matter is supposedly comprised, “turn out to be not things but
processes.”6 Since science in all its linear glory cannot define reality, the quantum physicists
proceed to blithely and happily go about proving what psychics, healers, mystics and non-
Western cultures have known for thousands of years: that reality is multiple and creative, and the
world consists of not one linear way but of limitless possibilities. The physicists think they
discovered it, but women have always lived and experienced it. To quote another of the
physicists:If we choose to regard our existence within the framework of quantum physics, then
every time we look at an object, we are to some extent making a construction of reality: the
universe changes each time we alter our method of observation!7Or to put it in a woman’s terms,
that of Christian mystic Evelyn Underhill:It is a paradox of human life, often observed by the most
concrete and unimaginative philosophers, that (wo)man seems to be poised between two
contradictory orders of reality. Two phases of existence—or perhaps, two ways of apprehending
existence.8These two ways of apprehending existence, two orders, Lawrence LeShan calls the
difference between sensory and clairvoyant realities. They can also be defined as the difference
between linear and psychic realities, or the difference between patriarchal and matriarchal
consciousness. They are the difference between “a table is a table” and Loren’s colors.Women
who stroke the python are aware of and live in both realities, and learn to shift from one reality to
the other. The perspective in stroking the python (or what LeShan calls the clairvoyant reality) is
one of going beyond the linear. It’s an addition of perspective and perception that mirrors the
difference between patriarchal and matriarchal emphasis. While sensory/linear reality is
necessary for survival in the concrete world, this form of perception is a limited and incomplete
way of experience. Women’s matriarchal reality, clairvoyant reality, sees the world in terms of
oneness and wholeness (Antiga’s quote), and perceives the possibilities of the unseen and
implicate along with the linear parts. Going even beyond the clairvoyant reality is yet another
reality mode, what LeShan calls trans-psychic awareness,9 Gay Bonner calls the God As You,



and women in women’s spirituality calls Goddess.In Marion Weinstein’s terms:We live in two
worlds: the World of Form and the Invisible World. In this case, the World of Form is manifest as
our planet, Earth. The Invisible World includes ‘Everywhere’ else. But our goal is to move and to
live perfectly and easily between the Worlds—always.10Her world of manifest form is the linear
world, while the invisible world and “everywhere else” includes the matriarchal, Goddess and
python-within perspective.Along with the concept of multiple realities and the world of
possibilities is the concept of nonlinear time or the idea that all time is one. In women’s shift of
perspective from the linear to the multi-possible, from patriarchal to matriarchal realities, time is
an important factor. Though seeming to be a fixed concept, a procession of minutes, hours, days
and years following in a row, time is subject to the laws of wicca and can be shaped at will.There
are spontaneous examples of this, familiar ones: a work day in the office lasts forever, but the
same length of time on a beach flies. A day moves far more slowly in a child’s life than in an
elder’s. A psychic healing can take a few moments or an hour, but the healer and healee lose all
conception of time in the process; time seems to stop entirely. A woman experiencing a
precognitive dream or incident sees events before they manifest on the physical plane. Psychic
awareness defies the linearity of time, and psychic events happen without regard to what the
clock measures. In women’s matriarchal, nonlinear thinking, time is simultaneous, a concept
known in spirituality circles and rituals as being between the worlds, and an idea known always
to Native American, Indian, African and other non-Western peoples.Science has its version of
it.11 If it takes a beam of light eight minutes to travel the distance between the Earth and the
Sun, there is always a time lag on Earth as to what is happening on the Sun itself. If a woman is
standing on the Sun and a woman is standing on the Earth, and both are witnessing an event,
which woman is seeing the event “now”? “Now” occurs at a different moment for each, and so
which of the “nows” is the real one? In quantum physics, Einstein gave a concept of space-time,
in which time and space are inseparable from one another. Psychic reality places “now” within a
multitude of possibilities, as it does the concept of the “real.”Eileen Garrett puts it this
way:Everything that was, is, and if you are a sensitive you stumble on it.On clairvoyant levels
there exists simultaneity of time, and the clairvoyant message may concern future events and
future relationships which today seem impossible, or meaningless to the person to whom they
are revealed.Since at clairvoyant levels time is undivided and whole, one often perceives the
object or event in its past, present and/or future phases in abruptly swift successions.12Jane
Roberts, channeling an entity called Seth, discusses extensively the concepts of time and
perception. Her conclusions, ones very close to the concept of time in wiccan ritual, are that all
time is now and all space is here. Along with this is the idea of multiple possible realities, multiple
dimensions, and multiple simultaneous lives.Time as you experience it is an illusion caused by
your own physical senses … The physical senses can only perceive reality a little bit at a time,
and so it seems to you that one moment exists and is gone forever, and the next moment comes
and like the one before also disappears.But everything in the universe exists at one time,
simultaneously. The first words ever spoken still ring through the universe, and in your terms, the



last words ever spoken have already been said, for there is no beginning. It is only your
perception that is limited.There is no past, present and future.13Time as a simultaneous or now
concept is relevant in understanding and using a number of psychic skills. All forms of
clairvoyance and precognition operate in this open time frame. Incidents of astral projection
where the woman is seen in two places at once (dopplegangers) involve it. The concept of
manifesting and movement of matter uses it. Past lives and reincarnation work are especially
based on the idea of simultaneous time. The Seth Material discusses multiple concurrent lives
and multiple possibilities, where all choices are experienced instead of only the one put into
action. Much of this is advanced stuff, but going back to the examples of the Sun and the day at
the beach, it’s not so far-fetched at all.In Lawrence LeShan’s model of the clairvoyant reality,
time is linear only on the sensory level. On the psychic level, “all events are” and past, present
and future are meaningless limits. Past, present and future are all happening at once, and it’s
only the linear perspective that creates a narrow window on the present, that makes the present
seem to happen in the now.14 This theory, derived from interviews with Eileen Garrett, is
reinforced by classical mysticism, (particularly Hindu and Zen thought), and reinforced again by
the gurus of quantum physics:According to modern mechanics (field theory) each individual
particle of the system, in a certain sense, at any one time, exists simultaneously in every part of
the space occupied by the system.andThe world thus appears as a complicated tissue of
events, into which connections of different kinds alternate or overlap or combine and thereby
determine the texture of the whole.15In the psychic perspective of reality, time is eternal, and all
time is now; time and space are one. Leonie dreamed of the runaway ambulance before it
threatened her, and also knew on which day to cross the street away from it. Diane knew when
someone in her family would die. These are cases of precognition, of knowing before it happens.
A clairvoyant may look at the future as if remembering it, though she has not experienced it
yet.16 The matriarchal python concept of time and space, of what is real and when is now,
includes a perspective of merging all time into one time, simultaneous time. Time so merged
becomes something that can be tapped into and manipulated, used as a tool. Through this
awareness comes the skill of manifesting, from creating convenient parking spots to sequences
of life changing events. Yet linear time still exists, too, and linear reality denies and defies the
concept. Both linear and psychic/clairvoyant realities exist.Gay Bonner, the entity channeled
through Sheila Reynolds, puts it this way:As you are beginning to become aware, all is now.
Cause and effect don’t exist. Now is all. You can see how important now is. It means your control
of past and future is now. Right now.17According to Sheila and Gay, reality does not include
linear cause and effect on the psychic plane, and does not include past, present or future here.
Reality is all possibility and without time constraints. With these ideas in mind and the concept
that “magick is changing reality at will,” the woman psychic is in the position of the Fool card in
the tarot: everything is possible.Time and realities are simultaneous, and so are women’s lives.
Women have had experiences showing them realities beyond the linear “now,” times when two
“nows” merge. Bonnie describes this incident, occurring when she was very ill, of slipping in and



out of two realities. She was in her room, and in another room at once:It was nearly noon and I
couldn’t wake up for keeps. I kept slipping back into another room. The ceiling was high, at least
twelve feet, the room large, ceiling cream with a six-inch fancy wood moulding around the edge.
There was a narrow door to the left of the bed, a thick white door, standing open. An outer
screen door led to a small outside landing and wooden steps. It was late afternoon by the light
and tree leaf shadows were on the walls. I could hear the wind in the trees.I was lying on a bed,
head to the screen door wall, on starched white sheets with wrinkles. A male attendant with a
clipboard went in and out. I knew he was not a doctor. It was quiet. The floor was white, ‘cast iron’
plants were in a wicker window box stand to my right. I was old. (I assume male, by the
attendant).Every time I woke up, I was confused that it was still morning here, and shocked to
see the small room. Though I tried to break free, it was impossible to shake the image. Every
time my concentration faltered, I was back in that other room.I managed to go to the bathroom,
and as I sat down, a second bathroom was superimposed over it, seeing both at the same time.
The other had a big space to the right and left of the toilet, which now had an oak seat, the toilet
bowl deeper, with a pull chain. Brass fittings were on a metal sink. White, small tiles were on the
floor. A fern stood in a wicker stand to the left front of the toilet. There was lots of light-windows. I
was half here and half there. I struggled back to bed. Mom asked if I was ever getting up. I said,
‘No, I have to die before I come back.’ And I have no idea why I said that.I went to bed, and
instead of flipping to that other room, it stayed mine. But now there was a sense of a tightly
enclosed space around me. Suddenly, it felt as if my feet flipped down and my body slid. I
thought, ‘Apricot satin, how decadent …’ Then I was fine, the room never returned.I believe I was
that closely meshed with a previous existence (or someone’s anyway), and that only that
person’s death and realization of it could snap me back. I think that last flip upright was the coffin
being slid off a wagon for burial—and that thought an aesthetic caustic comment on the coffin
liner. By then I was in my own bed and body, and the last was only feeling, not visual …I have
flipped before into a past, but only for a second and never before to that extent, or that difficult to
get out of.Gloria’s present life also slipped into an alternate reality. Jane Roberts and Marion
Weinstein, whose work is discussed more fully throughout this book, state that women live many
lives, and live them simultaneously. Bonnie and Gloria describe touching upon other existences.
Here is Gloria’s other reality:We had driven up an old narrow, winding road. Pine and aspen grew
thick beside a small stream which the road follows. We were in no hurry, enjoying the scenery,
when I heard a sound I couldn’t identify at first. So I turned the radio down and listened. It
sounded like horse hooves and a constant other sound.My friend inquired what was wrong, and
I told him I heard something. About then I saw a horse drawn buggy in front of us. The other
sound was the buggy wheels. We were travelling faster than the buggy, so I braced myself with
an arm on the dash for the collision.We drove through the carriage and I turned around quickly to
examine what I saw. The carriage driver was very ugly with hard set features. He had pale skin
and wore a tall hat. The carriage and horse were black. There was a woman passenger with a
black veil. Their clothing was black.I told my friend to stop. I was trembling with excitement and



fear, and curiosity all at the same time. We sat there in the road as the carriage caught up with
us. It passed through and was once again ahead. This time I examined it more closely. My
senses told me I was seeing the same road but another time. The driver worked for an
undertaker, and he was driving this woman home. She was numb. I could feel as she felt. She
heard the horse hooves and the wagon wheels as I did.I told my friend to drive slowly but to
follow what I was describing. My friend could see nothing unusual. It was like I was seeing two
roads, a movie film running. Along with regular time there was another time. These bits of film
are like holograms. I could examine all sides if there is time to. I can feel the emotions and learn
what is being felt, even her memories, if it lasts long enough. ‘He is gone’ was the only other
impression I could feel from her. She was sobbing inside, though there was no sound.About a
quarter of a mile down the road the carriage slowed and turned left across a long bridge
crossing the stream. The bridge was there in both times, but there was a chain across it now and
tall grass and young trees in what was a road continuing on out of sight.We stopped the car and
I watched as the carriage went down the lane back into the woods. She was going home, back
to an empty house. Her numbness was the strongest feeling I could feel.There was nothing I
could do for her. There were ‘no trespassing’ signs on the old bridge. I didn’t feel there was any
message for me or any reason why I should invade on her sorrow anymore. These things don’t
have to have reasons. It was a strong emotional moment that we shared across time, so we went
on.Gloria’s experience took place in 1975, off Highway 34, between Drake and Glen Haven,
Colorado. Her experience and Bonnie’s illustrate graphically the idea of other realities,
simultaneous realities, and the concept that all time is now. More stories from both women follow
in this book.Women aware of space-time reality, and simultaneity of time, find themselves
drawing what they need into their lives. The events occur at the right time by “coincidence” or
“synchronicity,” a tapping-in consciously or not to the limitlessness of the universe. Examples
happen again and again, and are less dramatic than Bonnie’s and Gloria’s experiences. In a
typical one, a woman walks up to another one in women’s space, one she barely knows, and
asks her, “Do you know anyone who’s looking for an apartment?” The woman she asks is
looking for an apartment. In another example, looking for a quote from Sandra Stevens for this
chapter, I opened the book at random and found my quote on the open page. Women
developing psychically experience these all the time, and later learn to manifest them at will.The
science-accepted theories of synchronicity were developed by C.G. Jung, Wolfgang Pauli and
Paul Kammerer, a psychologist and two scientists, in another example of giving patriarchal
approval to an idea women have always been aware of. Kammerer developed the idea first,
offering the model of a “world mosaic,” the wholeness and unity of experience that Antiga and
other Goddess women speak of. He re-cognized the existence of a world unifying force, an
“acausal coincidental principle … (that) brings together objects or events with some affinity for
each other.”18 Women call this force Goddess or Goddess within.Jung and Pauli developed the
concept, which Jung named synchronicity, and other psychics and mystics who have always
used it have carried it further. Marion Weinstein works with it in interesting ways. What it comes



down to is that “coincidences may result from our ability to control the form of events by the very
way in which we think.”19 They are operative in every aspect of psychic reality, and controlled by
the process of manifesting or visualization (discussed in Chapter Six). They are another form of
the space-time psychic reality that differs from linear versions of space and time, and also are a
function of this nonlinear reality.Rigidly defining things in terms of space, time and individual
(unrelated) events is a Western and probably Christian concept. The matriarchal/wiccan/
women’s spirituality world view is wholistic and cyclical. There is a unity in all things, known as
Goddess, and Goddess exists in all that lives. Events in a Goddess universe are cycles rather
than isolated. When the Wheel of the Year ends at Hallows, the new year and new Wheel
rebegins. There is a pattern of flowing, of waxing and waning and waxing again in a circle. Where
Christianity sets a beginning and ending date for the birth and death of its God,20 women’s
spirituality includes the Goddess’ emergence at Yule as implicit in her underworld descent at
Hallows. Time is a continuance, and Goddess does not live or die, start or end; she simply and
inclusively is. Goddess time is not linear time or patriarchal time, but psychic, matriarchal and
circular.In a system of wholeness, coincidences are regarded with an “of course” attitude, and
the nature of both reality and time are very different from the linear patriarchal mode. What exists
or could exist, is. A woman who sees herself as Goddess within, sees all others as Goddess and
all the parts of the universe as parts of her life. She is tapped into the source, the abundance,
that gives her what she needs, when she needs it, without harm or deprivation to anyone else.
There is a basic harmony of Be-ing in the Goddess universe, and the woman psychic operates
in cooperation with that basic harmony or natural law. Where all things are related and reality is a
series of possibilities, nothing is coincidence. Everything is part of the pattern and plan, and
women very definitely self-determine, within natural law, what the plan for them is to be. There is
free choice and free will over a multiple of possible realities.These ways of perceiving are very
different from the concreteness of the patriarchal world. Since perception is nonlinear, the ways
of gaining meaningful information about other reality and time models is also nonlinear. Put more
simply, in the concrete world there is one way of seeing and one set of meaningful data, but in
the matriarchal psychic world there are different ways. Sensory perception is not enough and
does not provide clairvoyant information. Psychic information, like psychic perception, goes
beyond the senses.In the patriarchal linear reality, information is gained only by the senses, by
cause and effect, by scientific method. Any information not gained in these ways is ignored.
Establishment medical doctors ask a patient what’s wrong, but they won’t take her word for it
until enough tests, numbers and mechanics say the same thing the patient did. In matriarchal
psychic reality, the reality of stroking the python, information is gained beyond the senses, by
women’s knowing. A healer asks the woman being healed what the problem or issue is, and
together they work on releasing that issue. The woman seeking healing knows what’s wrong,
and her knowing is not denied. The woman experiencing a psychic incident knows that the
information she’s received is real, and she acts accordingly. She is able to determine for herself
where truth is, and when it is. Leonie knew there would be a careening ambulance, and she



knew when to cross the street.How that information comes, that knowing comes, is seen as a
manifestation of Goddess reality. If Goddess is something within everyone, and all life is a part of
her, there is a oneness and unity of all the universe. Information is shared, is a part of what Jung
calls the collective unconscious, to be tapped into by anyone open to it. This tapping-in is a
woman’s work skill thoroughly derided and denigrated by the patriarchal system that is both
afraid of it and envious of it, a system that says since it can’t reliably duplicate it, it has to ignore
it. The skill is women’s intuition, her stroking the python, creation Goddess, matriarchal
consciousness that has access to more than sensory knowing.Women’s intuition is an entrance
into the unity of creation or into Goddess within. It’s a way of knowing that goes beyond
explanation into a state of heightened awareness. The awareness can be an instantaneous flash
or a slower inner certainty. It can be accredited to coming from Goddess or Goddess within, from
the higher or inner self, from discarnate spirits, helpers or guides. Different women define it
differently, but wherever it comes from, it’s a way of gaining accurate information to the psychic
or clairvoyant reality, a way of becoming part of the timeless and whereless space-time/Goddess
continuum.Every act of psychic knowing is an act of women’s intuition, and a major part of using
it is the ability to shift back and forth between linear and psychic reality at will. Spontaneously,
the shift occurs at times of deep relaxation or times of intense emotional involvement. Every non-
Western culture has teachable methods for inducing the relaxation state and/or focusing the
emotional one, causing the shift in perception to happen. Emotional desire is discussed more
fully later, under visualization and manifesting. The most commonly known name for the
relaxation process, the basic process of shifting perceptions and realities to intuitive levels, is
meditation.Meditation is the ability to shift from sensory to intuitive information, from isolated
concrete aloneness to Goddess unity and the collective matriarchal consciousness. Every
psychic experience occurs in the state of concentrated awareness that is more than sensory and
concrete, whether that state has been induced consciously or not. The meditative state is
chosen and controlled, evoked at will, learned and teachable to others. Its method is available to
everyone, able or disabled, and the basic root of women’s psychic development begins with
it.Quoting Eileen Garrett again:There are certain concentrations of consciousness in which
awareness is withdrawn as far as possible from the impact of all sensory perceptions … Such
withdrawals of consciousness from the outer world are common to all of us in some measure, in
the practice of prayer, meditation, and abstract thought.What happens at these times is that, as
we withdraw from the environing world, we relegate the activities of the five senses to the field of
the subconscious, and seek to focus awareness (to the best of our ability) in the field of the
super-conscious—the timeless field of the as-yet-unknown …In such types of consciousness-
activity all our illusions of present time, or situation in space, and differentiations in
consciousness (individuality) are transcended.21Meditation is the key to shifting realities from
the daily patriarchal and linear to the between the worlds of intuitive awareness of Goddess and
psychic reality. Entering this state, which is not a loss of control or consciousness in the
everyday world, opens the perceptions to other worlds. It’s the place where knowing beyond the



rational happens, where biofeedback and psychic healing take place, where visualization
manifestation is induced, where the matriarchal consciousness is opened to experiences of
clairvoyance, precognition, seeing auras, and knowing spirit guides. It’s a skill that is learned and
is beneficial to use, with such bonus side effects as inducing groundedness, better health,
greater mental awareness, heightened creativity, and reducing stress. It begins with full physical
relaxation and with clearing the conscious mind of tensions and worries.In meditation, the brain
enters what is called an alpha state, something measurable scientifically on an EEG (electro-
encephalograph), a machine that measures and charts brain wave activity. The human brain
works on four levels, all EEG measurable, that reflect the type of thinking and consciousness
occurring at the time. Linear reality, the everyday form of concrete patriarchal awareness, occurs
at beta brain wave consciousness.22 This is the activity of the rational mind, using linear time
and concrete space, as well as sensory perception reality. Beta waves measure from twenty-two
to fourteen cycles per second on the EEG.The next slower level is the alpha state, the level of
meditation, from thirteen to eight cycles per second. This is the starting place of matriarchal
reality, nonlinear and timeless thinking. The world is unified and flowing at this level, and this is
the place of daydreaming and creativity. Rhythmic activities, when the conscious mind
disengages as in running, occur at the faster end of this level. At the middle and slower end of
the scale occur sudden inspirations, intuitions and creative ideas, psychic healing, and most
forms of psychic receptivity. The meditative mind, disengaged from rational thought, is opened to
other, nonsensory information and other realities. Rationality is not lost, just set aside. This is the
level reached in meditation work, and is the beginning level of stroking the python, experiencing
and using psychic reality.Theta and delta states are the other two brain wave levels, slower than
beta or alpha. The theta level is deeper, seven to four cycles per second, and is marked by a
one-pointed consciousness that is a complete stepping aside from the linear. The level occurs in
brief waking periods of intense emotional consciousness or concentration, the emotional
intensity times when many psychic experiences occur, and in sleep.The threshold between
alpha and theta consciousness is the threshold of psychic experience, and this is the time of
hypnogogic states of lucid dreaming, astral projection, and the feeling in near death experiences
of one’s life passing by like a movie. There is complete focus of awareness on the activity going
on—emotional state, dream, creativity state or projection—with a total unawareness of other
possible realities. Gaps in time that occur while writing or in other forms of creativity are time
spent in theta. Some esoteric traditions use drugs in controlled ways to induce this level, such as
peyote in Native America. Things are experienced without the ability to rationalize or judge; there
is no good or evil, only what is, at this state. Slower than theta are delta waves, which happen in
deep sleep beyond dreaming, and are not a part of waking consciousness.Work by Dr. Lutsia
Pavlova, an electrophysiologist at the University of Leningrad in Russia, uses EEG measured
brain wave states to register psychic phenomena. She asks her subjects to enter the meditative
state of relaxed awareness. When this alpha level is reached on the brain wave charts after
about half an hour, the doctor has a telepathic transmission sent to her subject. The subject’s



brain waves, as shown on the electro-encephalograph, change drastically as the telepathy
message is received.23 Outside of the United States and particularly in Russia, science is
aware of psychic development and phenomena, seeking to prove it on a scientific method basis.
They are succeeding. Work similar to Pavlova’s is also being done in England.24Other scientific
work connects psychic phenomena to the brain’s temporal lobe, particularly the hippocampus
and amygdala portions. The temporal lobe seems to be evolving, changing in shape to
asymmetry, and some researchers connect this evolution with increasing numbers of people
developing psychically.25 Scientific knowledge and re-cognition is far behind actual occurrences
in psychic reality.Whatever science has determined, meditation is the simple method for leaving
concrete reality and entering the matriarchal, intuitive, stroking the python consciousness level.
It’s a cumulative skill and a pleasant one, but like tennis or typing does not reach pro-status on
the first try.26 Set aside some quiet, unhurried time every day to do it, either first thing in the
morning or last thing at night. Doing it daily, the skill develops and grows without forcing the
process. With practice, the alpha to theta state is entered easily and quickly at will, where it can
be used for psychic information and for healing work, as well as for biofeedback, problem
solving, and physical/mental relaxation.To begin, find a quiet place to meditate, an uninterrupted
spot that feels safe and comfortable. Disconnect the phone. The room should be neither too
warm nor too cold, and with a straight-backed chair to sit in or a soft rug for sitting on the floor.
This is a private place, alone. Work in loose comfortable clothing or skyclad, and not for several
hours after a meal. Light a candle to focus on, and a crystal held in the left hand or both hands is
optional. Keep arms and legs uncrossed, unless using the lotus position. Sitting instead of lying
down prevents falling asleep, but relaxation is often deeper lying down. Shut off the electric
lights, and get comfortable.Once seated and ready, focus concentration on the candle flame,
until with eyes closed the image of the flame remains. Take several full deep breaths to slow and
calm the body, and clear your mind intentionally of all outside cares. Emptying the mind of all
thoughts is the goal of some forms of meditation, but takes practice and time and may not
happen early on. Let go of worries one at a time, acknowledging and releasing each and letting it
fade. Cast a surrounding circle of protection and invoke the four quarters to reach a between-the-
worlds state, the state of psychic reality. Use rhythmic breathing and a full process of physical
relaxation to deepen the meditative state.Relax each part of the body, step by step. Tense and
release each part, from toes to crown, continuing rhythmic breathing. Tense the toes, then relax
them, then the feet and relax, the calves, knees, thighs, abdomen, etc. Tense each part of the
body from feet to head in turn, repeating it in any part where tension remains. Pay special
attention to the muscles of the face, mouth, eyes and head. When every part is tensed and
released, check for any left over tension areas, breathing into them or tensing and releasing
them again until they relax. The whole body, physically and mentally, is fully relaxed at the end of
this. The process is slow, deliberate and quiet.Margot Adair suggests creating a symbol that
represents body relaxation as you go through this process, and using the symbol every time you
meditate as a key to reaching relaxation and invoking it at will.27 She then suggests noticing



your mental state, one of physical and mental relaxation with heightened awareness, and
creating a symbol to return to that means that state. Create a symbol that represents your
psychic center, psychic reality and knowing, also to return to at will. Then:Imagine yourelf to be a
leaf upon a tree on a warm sunny afternoon. Imagine that a gentle breeze comes along and lifts
you up … Imagine floating through the air as long as you like and when you’re ready slowly
fluttering down upon the ground, feeling that you’re becoming increasingly aware of yourself with
each descending layer of movement, toward the ground. Upon landing on the ground you’ll
discover yourself at a much more enhanced level of inner awareness—your inner experience will
have become much more vivid … and if you like you can land in a brook and softly, easily float
through your inner dimensions, feeling yourself gently bobbing up and down as you safely rest
upon the surface of the water, and being carried ashore whenever you wish.28Savor the feeling,
experiencing the relaxation in other ways. Notice your quiet breathing and body, or take yourself
on a journey to a favorite place, imaginary or real. Visit a Goddess or a foremother and speak
with her. Ask her for a piece of information, and feel it float into your mind. Ask to connect with
another woman, and sense her there in images of sight, sound and touch. Ask her something
you wish to know from her, offer her something from you in exchange, then wish her well, and
the Goddess well, as they leave. Notice how the woman looks and what she says and does, to
ask her about it later in the linear world. Enjoy the peace and well-being of the process.When
ready to return to now, allow the images to fade, count from one to five, then open your eyes
slowly. Sit or lie still for a few moments, noticing surroundings and the present without moving
yet. Notice what changes there have been since starting the meditation, how you feel, and how
much time has past, your rate of breathing. Stretch a bit, then change physical position slowly.
You may be pleasantly spacey, dizzy or feel like you’re floating, but this passes soon. Enjoy the
feeling of relaxed and refreshed awareness. Open the cast circle, then ground yourself by
placing palms to the floor, feeling the excess energy leaving. Get up slowly, and do meditation
work again the next day at the same time and place. Make it a daily habit.Ability to enter and
leave the alpha state grows with practice and happens more quickly with experience. Duplicate
the time and physical conditions daily. Full breathing routines and full body relaxation are needed
at first, but gradually become a shorter process. Eventually the concentrating keys of the candle
flame, the place, time, quiet and surroundings are enough by themselves to will entrance to the
psychic reality through meditation. Eventually the state is triggered with a few deep breaths or
with invoking the symbols created for mental and physical relaxing, the symbol chosen for
psychic reality. This is called centering and deepening, becoming still inside at any time, and
brings psychic information to the forefront at any chosen time or place. Enter into the psychic
meditative state and ask for information, and it’s there.A number of books and tapes are
available to guide women through relaxation and meditation processes and how to use them.
Two I recommend highly are Margot Adair’s Working Inside Out, (Berkeley, CA, Wingbow Press,
1984), and Diane Mariechild’s Mother Wit: A Feminist Guide to Psychic Development,
(Trumansburg, NY, The Crossing Press, 1981).29 For the woman who meditates regularly,



psychic development begins and progresses in steady ways. She may start seeing auras, having
precognitive flashes or “coincidences,” or realizing her awareness levels have heightened into
more creative realities. The changes happen slowly and often imperceptibly, and they become a
way of life.Meditation work is the most major route into stroking the python, the most positive
and sure. Once the process is established, it can be used for divination, for psychic linking and
telepathy, for manifesting, contacting spirit guides, healing, inducing astral projections, and for
just about every other controlled use of psychic experience. Meditation is the key entrance into
matriarchal nonlinear realities, the way of shifting at will from linear to nonlinear states, the way
to open women’s intuition and oneness with the Goddess universe. All the theory of the
clairvoyant reality becomes clear with practice and everyday use, beginning with
meditation.Pam writes in a letter from New York State about her place to meditate:Although the
alpha state comes uncalled at times, most often I get the best results by ‘setting the stage.’ In the
Fall-winter, it’s easier to meditate or get into a trance state … for me, anyway. I have two special
spots in the house where it’s most comfortable and works best.Years ago, when I was a single
parent and had very little money to spend, I went to an auction and bought an easy chair and
ottoman. It’s in one corner of my living room still, and has become my ‘spot.’ The house is an old
Victorian and we supplement heating it with our wood stove. In the middle of Winter, with lights
low and the snow falling outside, perhaps a New Age disc on the machine, the chances of
having the perfect time for meditation are very high.The other place is at my desk in my
workroom. I haven’t spent as much time there as downstairs, but it’s turning out to be a great
spot. That’s where I keep my tarot cards … Again, I set the stage with incense and music.
There’s also a door that I can shut, too. Can’t do that down in the living room, so upstairs is a
more secluded and personal place.Shekinah Mountainwater writes about a different style of
meditation work, and her entrance into Subuud, before she chose the Goddess:Subuud is a
world-wide religious organization that most people have never heard of because its membership
doesn’t believe in proselytizing. I learned to go into trance there, though they didn’t call it that. To
them it was the ‘latihan’ and they interpreted it as ‘god entering you.’ ‘Opening’ was what they
called your first time going into that state. First you had to be ‘on probation’ for three months,
which meant you sat outside the room where the women were doing the latihan twice a week
and listened. The men were doing theirs separately, but at the same time. Later, everyone would
hang out and socialize and maybe have something to eat or drink. The sounds the women made
were eerie and beautiful … sort of a moaning/singing kind of sound. At the end of the three
months I was brought into a smaller room with a few ‘helpers,’ people who volunteered to ‘open’
newcomers, and who also got the group sessions started. They explained to me that I would be
given about ten minutes to relax and empty out, then someone would say ‘begin’ and I was to
simply surrender to whatever happened. If I was ‘open’ I would feel ‘god enter me.’Well, I felt it
alright, a kind of floating, drifting, lifting sensation all through me. They said just surrender
completely and let whatever happens happen. My arms moved around by themselves and I kind
of undulated around the floor, or sometimes just drifted. At the end of half an hour someone said



‘finish,’ and that was it. After that I went in with the main group and did latihan with everyone
twice a week for about two years. Women did all kinds of things in latihan. Everyone was
different. Some slept, some danced, some moaned, some wept. And some sang these eerie,
wordless, echoing songs.Later the latihan became a part of my singing. I would find that I was
floating into that same kind of trance during songs, especially the more modal and mythical
ones.Sunlight describes a moment of transcendence during meditation:I was meditating, when I
realized with the most amazing feeling, that it was my eternal Self there. It was a very powerful
experience and when I had it, I became aware of having it, of knowing that and slipped into my
ego-consciousness for a moment, then went back to the feeling/knowledge again for another
short time. I haven’t had that experience since, but it is still with me in the sense that I know
She’s there, that I am eternal, underneath this body.The process of stroking the python is begun,
of claiming or re-claiming women’s intuition, reality and birthright. A lesson in psychic anatomy
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26–38. From a superb meditation in a book full of superb meditations.28. Ibid., p. 35–36.29. I
also have meditation tapes. Try Diane Stein, Two Meditations: The Goddess Within and The
Rainbow of the Chakras, (St. Paul, Llewellyn Publications, 1986).Chapter TwoThe Invisible
Woman:Auras, Chakras and Psychic BodiesThe concept of a human aura, a radiating luminous
cloud surrounding the body, goes back centuries. Pictures from early Egypt, India, Greece,
Rome, showed holy figures in a luminous surround long before artists in the Christian era began
to paint saints with halos. This convention may actually have been based on the observations of
clairvoyants who could reportedly see the radiance surrounding saints. The famous psychic,
Mrs. Eileen Garrett, reports in her book Awareness, ‘I’ve always seen every plant, animal and
person encircled by a misty surround.’ According to people’s moods, the surround changes
colors and consistency.1I am at Bloomer’s restaurant, women’s space, hearing and watching
Nancy Day play piano onstage. She is a composer, pianist, singer. The restaurant is dimly lit and
the night is almost over. Mellow and relaxed I listen, watching her perform, enjoying what I hear.
Slowly and suddenly, a soft light appears around the woman’s head and shoulders as she
performs. It’s like a clear mist that seems to coalesce, to take form, following the contours of her
upper body. It brightens as I watch, being careful not to move and thus to lose it, trying not to
blink. I take my glasses off, hold the crystal always with me in my hand, and breathe slowly. I am
sitting at the end of the antique bar with my decaf, at the foot of the small stage. The mist
changes from clear to an intense golden yellow color, a band of light, brighter and wider around
Nancy’s head and upper arms, tapering to her waist as she sits at the piano singing. At widest,
the color band is about eight inches, at thinnest about four.The song ends and Nancy leaves the
stage to applause, the lights on her dimming and the colors gone with them, evaporating
instantly as if a dream. I tell her as she walks down the steps to where I am, “I could see your
aura. It was beautiful.” There are tears in my eyes, for the beauty. She asks the color, and when I
tell her she says, “Someone once told me that my aura’s yellow.” The experience is magickal. It
happens from time to time when I’m relaxed enough, when the lighting conditions are right. It’s
something to treasure and to nurture. Many women see or sense these colors, and many
children.Women’s bodies don’t stop with their skins; their visible dense bodies are only a fraction
of who they are and what their Be-ing is comprised of. There is more than the physical body:
there are four bodies, and eight aura layers, and eight major (out of forty-nine or more total)
chakras, dozens of meridians and thousands of nadis (nerve ending centers). Many women see
or sense the auras and their colors, and most can learn to visualize in meditation to see the
chakras.2 The healing arts of reflexology and acupuncture/acupressure are based on work with
the meridians.It’s important for a woman developing psychic knowing to understand these
psychic unseen levels of existence, since what happens in the physical affects the aura, chakras



and nadis, and what happens in the unseen levels affect the physical body. A woman who
strokes the python works with her psychic levels as much as she does with her seen ones; she is
not complete without all of her anatomy. And though work directly with the aura and chakras is
primarily the realm of healers, an understanding of psychic anatomy is useful in understanding
all forms of stroking the python.Unseen anatomy has long been known to psychics, healers and
nonpatriarchal cultures since the beginning of time. The art and science of acupuncture has
been recorded in China for 5,000 years, and used successfully long before that. Western
science is beginning now to notice it. The concept of prana was understood in ancient India,
long before atomic theory and quantum physics. Hawaiian Huna made use of the levels of the
physical/emotional/mental aura bodies thousands of years before psychiatry dis-covered them
and gave them “scientific” names. The women witch-midwives and healers of Europe knew
about psychic anatomy long before male medicine came along and pooh-poohed it (and
destroyed the healers in the witch-burnings)—and long before more recent scientists have
renamed and experiment with it now. Psychics and mystics have seen auras for thousands of
years, since long before Kirlian photography. The energies of laying on of hands have been
known by different names in different cultures, but known and used for countless centuries
worldwide. Science is noticing and proving these ancient things, yet no medical book or health
course in the patriarchal West mentions that women don’t stop at their skins.The unseen bodies
and aura layers, and the vortex spirals of the chakras are comprised of energy, the “nothingness”
that fills the spaces and voids of the atom. Quantum physics says that matter is mostly open
space, nothingness, and for lack of a better word defines that nothingness between dense
components as energy. What energy actually is hasn’t been defined in the West, but in Eastern
mysticism that energy is long understood. It’s called Prana in India, Ki in Japan, Ch’i in China,
Mana in Polynesia, Orenda in Native America, and has been given various other names in other
cultures and in more recent times.3Prana in India is life or light, the energy that fuels the
universe and the unseen psychic bodies, the energy of thought-forms and thought-transference
(telepathy). Defined by theosophists as a sun-vitalized energy globule, a collection of molecules,
it is drawn into the body through the solar plexus chakra, where the globules separate, each
molecule drawn to its specific chakra or energy center for distribution.4As a child I could see
these globules, and was laughed at when I told my mother I could see the “air.” Other women
have told me that they see them, too. Look toward a light-colored distance, toward the horizon
especially over water, and watch for rapidly moving particles of clear or yellowish light. They
move quickly in a floating motion, and the brighter the day, the more of them and the more
rapidly. They are the “energy” of the life force, the Goddess universe. Theosophists have a full
theory as to how and when divinity activated them. They fill the scientists’ “spaces between
atoms.”Prana (or Ki, Ch’i, Orenda, Mana) is separated into seven colors, seven molecules, when
it enters woman’s aura at the solar plexus chakra/energy center. Each molecule energizes a
different chakra, different energy vortex, and the release of this energy is what causes the aura.
This is the energy that transmits thought-forms, psychic information, and is used in laying on of



hands/pranic healing. Mary Coddington offers a list of properties for this aura energy, and how it
can be used:It can heal.It penetrates everything.It accompanies solar rays.It has properties
similar to other types of energy but is a distinct force unto itself.It possesses polarity and can be
reflected by mirrors.It emanates from the human body and is especially detectable at the
fingertips and eyes.It can be conducted by such media as metal wires and silk threads.It can be
stored inside inanimate materials such as water, wood and stone.It can fluctuate with weather
conditions.It can be controlled by mind.It can cause things to happen at a distance, and enters
into the dynamics of many paranormal phenomena.It can be used for good or evil.5Prana is the
building block of the psychic bodies and the fuel source of Be-ing. Taken in through the chakras,
it comprises and becomes woman’s aura, and the media of psychic experiences.Woman’s
psychic anatomy is composed of four bodies, which in turn are built by eight aura layers. The
four bodies are the physical, emotional, mental and spiritual.6 The physical and emotional aura
bodies are comprised of one aura level each, one light band, the mental body of two aura levels,
and the spiritual body of three levels plus one beyond physical coordinates. Each aura layer and
coordinate chakra is connected to one or more psychic skills.The first body and first aura layer,
coordinate to the first chakra, the root chakra, is the physical aura body. This is dense physical
matter, what can be touched, and also is a psychic mirror of the dense physical called the
etheric double. The etheric double is the first aura band, the first layer of energy that comprises
the aura and surrounds woman’s body. The etheric double connects the seen and unseen
woman together by a “silver cord.” In astral projection, the dense physical and psychic bodies
separate, sending the etheric double and consciousness “flying” while the body remains at
home. The silver cord stretches infinite distances, connecting the dense physical woman to her
psychic bodies. Its severence is death, when the etheric and unseen bodies return to the astral
world for rest and rebirth.The chakra, wheel or energy center that coordinates with the etheric
double is the root center, whose colors are red and black, and body location is at the vagina.
This is the center of survival, of incarnation and reincarnation, birth and death, and the place of
functioning in the physical world on Earth. This in psychic anatomy is the place of past life
experiences. Its physical counterpart is the womb, the gateway of life and death.All of the
chakras are located on the etheric double/physical aura body, but also extend downward to the
dense material body and outward to the emotional, mental and spiritual psychic bodies. Chakras
are shaped like spirals, the point of the spiral rooted in the central nervous system at the spine,
and the vortex or wide part of the spiral, passing through the dense body, at the front. Each
chakra has its correspondents in what body organs and attributes it affects and controls, but
primarily psychic skills for each center are emphasized in this book. For going further about the
chakras, look into the work of Kay Gardner or the traditional theosophists, or read my Women’s
Book of Healing.Women can see their etheric doubles easily. Enter the meditative state, seated
on a dark colored rug floor, the room lit by candlelight from above on a dresser or altar. Choosing
a bare portion of skin, arm or leg is easiest, start at the edges of the body, the rug in the
background of seeing. Hold your eyes still, but blink when you need to. If you wear eyeglasses



take them off, this is not physical sight, and allow your eyes to unfocus. After a few moments, a
thin line of light becomes visible, knife-edge thin, running along the contours of the arm or leg.
Above that is a red/black ribbon, striped in texture like grosgrain, about a quarter to a half inch
thick. Beyond that line is another band of light, from half an inch to a few inches wide. The image
is elusive, shifts when you blink, but remains as long as you hold your vision steady on one spot.
Lighting conditions are important here—the dark background of the rug, dim room and
candlelight from above—and being centered and grounded. The more relaxed the wider the
outer band, and the easier the etheric double ribbon is to perceive.To sense this level
nonvisually, rub hands together briskly for a moment, then hold them apart, palms facing but not
touching a few inches away. Feel the energy build over a few minutes’ time, then slowly fade. The
sensation is of warmth, tingling, coolness, magnetism or electricity, and is in fact what causes a
dog or cat to spark when you touch her fur in winter. With practice this energy grows, and is the
basis for pranic healing, laying on of hands.The second body of woman’s psychic anatomy is the
emotional body, comprised of the second aura layer and second chakra, the belly chakra. This is
the emotional aura, the place of shifting colors or clear misty light that women who sense or see
auras are aware of. While everyone has a predominating color or two colors in her psychic
emotional body makeup, the colors shift and change with women’s emotional feelings. When
you see an aura this is what is visible, and the colors are a universal key to reading
emotions.Clear colors in the aura are clear emotions, unclouded by negativity. Muddied colors
are less positive aspects, and grey with a color denotes fear. Darker, deeper colors are more
intense emotional states than lighter ones. Red is the life force, and clear tones of red reflect life
vitality, deeper tones sexuality. Orange is pride, leadership and certainty; yellow, intelligence and
mental activity; green, sympathy and adaptability; rose, loving trust; light blue is clarity and
spirituality; indigo blue is devotional; and violet is idealism and union with Goddess.7 The
beginning stage of seeing or sensing these colors is the clear mist, a combination of all the
colors together as light. Black is the Earth, associated with the etheric double and root center,
rather than the emotional body, and is the combination of all the colors together as matter. This
combination is seen in the red/black ribbon of the etheric double aura. Clear and black are the
two ends of the color/aura scale.Psychic development is often marked by the growing ability of
women to sense or see the emotional body aura. To find out if you can see the emotional body,
try this. Have a woman sit or stand still in front of a white background, light coming from in front
of her. The softness of candle light is a good light source. Sit a few feet away from the woman
standing, and put yourselves in a meditative state by deep breathing and body relaxation, as in
observing the etheric double. Staring steadily at the forehead/third eye of the woman being
seen, allow your physical eyes to unfocus and third eye to open. Remove your eyeglasses, if you
wear them, for this.The aura first appears as clear light, shimmering and moving faintly, usually a
glow around the head. It appears as a dim haze, then brightens. Colors, or a personality
predominating single color, appear after longer watching, and after willing them to happen or
asking for them. When you blink, the colors or light waver but do not disappear, as long as both



women hold the meditative state and keep still physically.8 This is what Loren saw as a child,
and what many children and women who are psychic see. Many women see the clear light, but
not the colors. Seeing colors often develops later, and many women sense the colors without
seeing them visually.To feel the emotional aura nonvisually, hold your left hand above your head
or the head of another woman. By the tingling sensation, find the aura, and notice where it ends
or stops above your crown. Using both palms, stroke your hands along the unseen line of that
aura or tingling, running from the top of the head down the body. Do not touch your or the other
woman’s dense body. Two hands and working with another woman are the strongest ways to feel
this, but it can be done on yourself and with one hand. Use the left hand. The invisible but very
much felt energy is the emotional body aura.The chakra coordinate with the emotional body and
emotional body aura is the belly center, located in women between the ovaries and in men at the
spleen. Its color is orange, and this is the place of emotions, feeling, the subconscious, taste in
every sense of the word, and sexual or nonsexual desires. Imagery and first impression ideas
are stored here. The physical location is about two inches below the navel. Tantra yoga develops
from this center, and this is the place of clairsentience, the psychic skill of clear feeling, as well
as astral travel.9A woman enters a room and suddenly becomes depressed, realizing only later
that someone else in the room is depressed. She may not know what happened, but she
responds to another’s emotions. If she is a healer, she sometimes or always absorbs the
symptoms she is working to heal. If a friend is in trouble, this woman knows about it, she doesn’t
have to be told; the friend could be a thousand miles away. A woman who is clairsentient has a
“feeling” and follows it; she is sensitive to situations and to moods of women she is close to. To
prevent trauma derived from others’ feelings, she learns to protect herself when in a crowd,
doing healing work, or when listening to someone in need. Use a circle of light for this protection,
clear or blue, or a visualized grounding cord into the Earth to channel off the emotions from this
chakra. Wear protective gemstones. Visualize slightly closing down (never shut any chakra
completely) the belly center when a clairsentient situation is too intense. Work to develop the
heart center instead, for empathy that is less emotional. Astral travel is also associated with the
emotional (astral) body, emotional aura and belly chakra. This is women’s ability to leave the
physical body, and “fly” to other places.The mental body is comprised of two aura bands and two
corresponding chakras, usually known as the higher and lower mental bodies. The lower mental
level is the rational, conscious mind, the place of patriarchal reality. This level is also the place of
thought-forms, and the seat of what the Hindus call the kama-manas, or desire-mind, significant
in all psychic work in visualization and manifesting. The higher mental body is the inspirational,
imaginative superconscious level of the mind, the place of limitlessness and matriarchal
consciousness, the heart.The lower mental body and lower mental aura is coordinate to the
solar plexus chakra, located just above the navel. This center is the psychic energy pump for the
physical and nonphysical bodies, the place where prana and nutrition are brought into the
system and distributed, and where ideas and psychic impressions are also brought in and
distributed. The color of this center is golden yellow, the color of the sun-based pranic energy.



Emotional and psychic balance are located at this center, and thought-forms are produced
here.Thought-forms are the energy patterns of desires generated in the emotional body. They
are mental constructs seen by psychics in the emotional aura as flashes of rapidly moving light,
or as patches of color within the emotional body aura. From the place of the physical, the
vibration rates of the psychic unseen bodies increases with distance from dense matter. The
etheric double level moves more rapidly in vibration than does the dense material body; the
emotional body moves more rapidly than the etheric double level, and the mental body, with its
thought-forms, moves more rapidly than does the emotional body. Fewer women see thought-
forms visually than see the emotional aura, and fewer see the emotional level than see the
etheric double.In the work of Annie Besant and the theosophists, “thoughts are things” and have
impact on the concrete world of form.10 They are transmitted from the psychic/aura bodies to
the “real” world through the mental body and the emotional level, in a merging of the two bodies
called kama-manas, the desire-mind. Nothing manifests, according to this concept, without the
production of a thought-form or idea and without the emotional desire for the idea to become
real. Emotions are powerful things, as any woman in love knows, and emotions are directed and
controlled by the mind. Energy from the mind travels by way of the emotions to the etheric
double and from there to the dense physical body or world of form. This is the principle of
creative visualization and the psychic skill of manifesting. The images of dreams are also
created this way, dreams in conjunction with the third eye/brow center and middle spiritual body.
Some researchers place astral travel at this level, rather than at the emotional body/belly
chakra.Annie Besant and C.W. Leadbeater describe thought-forms in terms of color and pranic
energy. They are created in the mind, which is not the physical brain, and transmitted by way of
the energy that is the “spaces between atoms” (or prana) of atomic theory. Psychics see them as
whirling objects in the emotional aura, and the ability to see or sense them is developed by
working to see or sense the emotional aura. Moving at a more rapid vibration rate, these are
visually available to fewer women but the skill is there and can develop in time. A personal
experience of watching rose and golden projectiles of light moving through Kay Gardner’s aura
at a workshop is one I’ll never forget, and my only experience so far of seeing thought-forms
visually.The higher mental body is the place of empathy and compassion, of oneness with
others, and the place of nonrational thinking, imagination, intuition, the superconscious, and
matriarchal consciousness. The linear world expands from the lower mental body’s concrete
form into the limitless potentials of formlessness and multiple realities. Native Americans call this
body and chakra center the place of Be-ing, woman’s connection between the physical and
spiritual, the Earth and universe as Goddess within.This fourth aura band is coordinate with the
heart chakra, located at the breastbone and between the breasts. Its color is green, though
some women working with it perceive it as rose. The crucial skills of love and self-love, of
knowing Goddess within, are located here, and the psychic skill for this center is healing. The
woman healer uses her knowledge of all the previous levels in her healing work: the rational
mind, ability to visualize, ability to sense and to feel, ability to survive physically and help others



to survive, and her knowing of the cycle of birth, death and rebirth. She combines these
knowings with imagination and intuitive thinking, and with the spirituality levels of hearing,
expression, knowing, the nonphysical senses, and connection with Goddess. Healing is a tuning
in to all the processes of stroking the python, and is something that can be learned by most
women who choose to do it. Healing has a chapter of its own in this book, and a full book as The
Women’s Book of Healing.The fourth psychic body is the spiritual body, comprised of three
physical and one beyond-the-physical aura layers with their coordinate chakras. This is the most
rapidly moving in vibration of the unseen psychic bodies and the one furthest away from the
physical/material world of the dense body. These levels can be experienced, and are operative
in most psychic phenomena, but are usually too fast moving to be visually seen. Theosophists
connect them to the Three Monads, the three waves of activating life force, and women in
women’s spirituality translate that to the Maiden, Mother and Crone roles of Goddess. Described
from lower to higher, as the lower, middle and higher spiritual bodies, they are not in fact
hierarchies, but are compatible, inseparable and overlapping processes.The lower spiritual
body, coordinate with the throat chakra, is the place of communications sent and received. Its
color is light blue, in gemstones often aqua, and this is the center of receiving others into
yourself and expressing yourself to others. Clairaudience, clear hearing, where the woman who
is psychic hears voices giving her information from the nonlinear world, is located here. Such
voices are interpreted by many as spirit guides, transmitting from the crown center but received
and heard at the throat. All forms of telepathy, receiving information from others nonverbally, are
located here, including psychic links and group telepathy. It’s believed that telepathy messages
are received through the throat center and sent through the middle spiritual level, the third eye. In
the spiritual body, skills overlap. Communication on the earth plane is also from this center, as
are all forms and expressions of creativity. If you are creative in any way, if you hear information
as voices within, if you listen to your “inner self” or “higher self,” you participate in lower spiritual
level psychic ability. All of us do.In the middle spiritual body, aura band and chakra, are located
the skills that are considered classic psychic phenomena, the skills of knowing, precognition,
clairvoyance and clairvoyant divination. This is the legendary third eye center, its color azure or
indigo, dark blue, located behind and between the physical eyes. From this level comes the
ability to shift between realities, to navigate between the rational patriarchal world and
matriarchal limitlessness, to do meditation work and visualization that leads to manifesting.
Vizualizations originate in the third eye, then are brought to the concrete world, manifested at the
solar plexus center, with the help of the emotions/belly chakra. Dreams are a working together of
the solar plexus and third eye centers, the lower mental and middle spiritual bodies.What is
conceived of on this level is brought into the world of form through the mental and emotional
bodies, the kama-manas, then into the etheric double before it reaches concrete reality. Seeing
or sensing auras and auras’ colors happens at this third eye/middle spiritual center, as does
receiving psychic information by pictures in the mind. This form of seeing is not physical seeing,
but beyond the physical, and being physically disabled by blindness does not prevent its



development, or the development of other psychic skills, including visualization. Clairvoyance
means clear seeing and is the ability to know information not perceivable through sensory reality
or awareness. This is women’s intuition, and all women experience this on some level, all women
are psychic.The fastest vibrating of the spiritual body levels that are within physical coordinates
is the higher spiritual aura level and crown center chakra. This is the top of the head center,
called by the Hopi the kopavi, and is the place of women’s connection with Goddess, her
knowing this connection in everything she does. The color for this center is violet, a color
traditionally connected with transcendence. Being a clear channel is the psychic development
skill of this higher spiritual body. Women who are mediums and channelers, who connect with
spirit guides, are spiritists or automatic writers, work through the knowledge of this center and
aura level. Healers work to become a clear channel for the prana/healing energy that comes
through them, and some artists and performers are aware of this connection and channeling
when they create or perform. A connection with Goddess is an opening of all psychic skills and
psychic development, and all psychic development comes from that level of knowing and being
a channel.There is one more aura band, beyond physical body coordinates, that is listed among
the major (most easily perceptible) chakras and aura levels. This is known as the transpersonal
aura or chakra point, as designated in the work of Kay Gardner.11 The color here is clear light,
all the colors of light merged together, and its attribute is Goddess herself. Feel it by holding your
left palm high above your crown center (top of head) and noticing the energy. In discussing
psychic skills and psychic phenomena, I place near-death experiences here, and a discussion of
what is beyond and after physical existence. There is another reality, or realities, beyond the
physical linear world of incarnation on the earth plane.These are the major energy bodies, with
their comprising aura bands and corresponding chakra centers. Other less talked about chakras
are those in the palms of the hands that pranic/laying on of hands healers use, the soles of the
feet, the lips and in the eyes. There are chakras at the tips of each finger. All of these are
developed by recognizing and using them in meditation work, in healing, and in daily awareness
and sensitivity.Petey Stevens, in her aura work, discusses twelve major chakra and aura layers,
the seven major physical ones given here, plus five levels beyond the body (and one in each
hand and foot):12Root chakra, survival chakra (etheric double).Clairsentient chakra (emotional
body, belly chakra).Solar plexus chakra (lower mental body).Heart chakra (higher mental
body).Throat chakra (lower spiritual body).Third eye, spirit eye (middle spiritual body).Crown
chakra (higher spiritual body).Cosmic energy regulator and earth energy regulator (out of body,
above and below crown and feet).Probable universe (also chakras above and below the feet, out
of body).Possible universe (above and below the body, out of body).Universal chakra (above
and below, out of body).All That Is (Goddess and Goddess within).The five beyond-the-body
levels occur above and below the physical body, Stevens’ eighth chakra corresponding to the
transpersonal point. Each chakra and aura level also contains twelve levels of consciousness
within it. Women truly do not stop at their skins.Along with the four bodies, eight major aura
layers and twelve major chakras, there are the meridians and nadis, the radiating channels for



prana flow, that are the basis of reflexology and acupuncture. These are connected to the nerve
endings on a more than physical level. They have been mapped for 5,000 years and there are
thousands of them. Like the rest of unseen, psychic anatomy, the meridians are known to
psychics, healers and mystics worldwide, but ignored by anatomical and medical science. All of
these are the builders of non-visible anatomy, and the transmitters of energy, prana, psychic
information, and thought-forms. They are the rest of woman’s body, her emotional, mental and
spiritual components as well as her energy/etheric double. Matriarchal consciousness includes
awareness of women’s full psychic makeup, along with her concrete physical reality.Many
women see auras, know psychic anatomy as more than theory, and learning to see or sense
them frequently occurs for women developing psychically. Along with aura awareness comes the
awareness of processes, of the transmission of energy in psychic ways, the distances possible
in psychic healing, astral projection and telepathy, the nonlinear ways of communication,
information and perception that are outgrowths of nonphysical psychic anatomy. The matriarchal
feeling of wholeness, of all life being connected and all actions and abilities being important, is a
part of this awareness.Sunlight writes about seeing auras:I was at a Friends’ Meeting for worship
at a women’s encampment where we were practicing nonviolent ways of resolving community
conflict. Some of the women in the meeting house were glowing around their heads and
shoulders. It was beautiful and fascinating to me and I realized then it was their auras I was
seeing. After that, I began seeing auras from time to time at AA meetings when someone was
talking about her life. Since then, I’ve seen them in various times and places when I’ve been
sitting quietly listening to someone speak. Most often, they appear to me as white light or tinged
with pastel colors, especially green or lavender or golden. Usually they come as a glow, but
sometimes they are like colorless flames moving up from the head, like heat waves from the
desert or the patterns of different density when a concentrated solution is mixing with water.The
colorless flames are thought-forms, while the glow, beginning as clear light and later becoming
pastel colors, is the emotional body aura.The changes in color and thought-form have meaning
enough for some psychic women to do “readings” from them, interpretations of what they see in
someone else’s aura. Irene experienced such a reading, given by a woman teaching a class in
psychic phenomena.When it came to me—she said the whole background was blue, a deep
blue. She saw a crescent on one side and a pentagon on the other. She said she felt that in a
past life I was affiliated with some group or temple—maybe even a priestess. She saw a bright
yellow-white light going from the top of my head straight up. She said this was meant I was
channeling energy and could be good at it. Then she looked for my guides …The background
color is the emotional aura, and the forms of crescent and pentagon are thought-form images.
These images can also be carried over from other lives, as the woman doing the reading
indicated. Energy being channeled is an important concept, visible in Irene’s aura, and everyone
has spirit guides, known or not, that this psychic was able to read.In a similar reading done for
me by Ida Shaw, Ida noted from watching my aura both health and emotional traces, and
defined them accurately. Watching my friend Sue from across the room, Ida who had not met



her, asked me, “Is something wrong with her back? I can only see her aura from the front.” Sue
indeed has an injured back. A few women see auras continually, and see deeply into them. They
use them for healing work and for understanding others, use them as an added sense.Irene was
asked to:Put my arms straight out and to draw the energy from the guide on my left, visualize it
as a healing ball of fire, and send it through my body and out of my right arm to someone I felt
needed it.It was amazing! I could really feel it and the group said they could see it happen.This is
psychic energy, prana, in action.Ana saw auras as a child, and still sees them, uses them in her
work as a healer:As to auras, I can turn them on or off. But yes, I still use them and see them
generally when a healing or reading is requested. I scan the aura for clues to the real nature of
the problem since people do not always state their real problem and symptoms do not always
mean one particular disease. There are many connections to the inner mind which manifest
disease.When she was a child, she drew people like “giant colored eggs,” much to the
amusement of adults watching her do it. Her Algonquin grandmother taught her healing and
nurtured, trained and respected her psychic abilities.Eileen Garrett writes of seeing auras as a
child, a skill that continued throughout her life. She called them surrounds, and saw them
“encircling every living plant, animal and person”:As a child, I knew that the character of people
depended on their ‘surrounds.’ By the quality of the light and colour they gave forth, I could judge
their personality … By their colour and their tone, I knew whether people were sick or well. This
was equally true for me of plants and of animals … It was difficult for me to understand what
other people meant by personality; for to me personality was a blending of the light nimbus,
which surrounds each form, with its physical body. It was the colour and movement of these
‘surrounds’ of living things, and not the physical body, which gave me complete understanding of
their being.13
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KRM, “Stroking The Python. I enjoy this book and it gives great examples of many different
modalities.”

Rhonda, “Buy from this Swelled Again. Great Service....perfect book”

BunnyDigital, “Great book.. I read this book in 3 days. Ms. Stein gives great psychic exercises.
She also gives excellent references so that you can do your own research.”

Karoyl Cooper, “Five Stars. Best book ever, since I first read it back in about 1984!!!”

Shelbe, “Very Special Book!. Great book, I learned alot, if you are going through menopause,
and want to know how this enhances your energy...this book is for you!”

Rissi, “Five Stars. This book is great. I would highly recommend it to All Women that are
conscious!”

Sage Womon, “Stroking the Python. From the back of the book:Awakening to the Power
WithinThe Python is women's psychic power and Goddess image. She is Gaea, Pythia, Tiamat,
Shakti, Kwannon, Ua Zit, Rainbow Serpent, Coatlique, Yemaya. Worldwide the Serpent or
Snake Goddess is an archetype of the female and of women's inner power. The Snake or
Python is psychic ability, the Goddess within all women. To Stroke the Python is to invite,
choose and accept rising energy of women's psychic Be-ing.In Greek legens of Troy,
Cassandra, daughter of Hecuba, was gifted with prophecy. She gained her gift as a child at
Delphi when she Stroked the Python of Gaea's temple, becoming a psychic, clairvoyant and
priestess. Gaea, the Python, was the Goddess of oracles and mother/creator of the Earth.In this
book are fascinating accounts of women's psychic experiences. Learn how to develop your
own, natural psychic abilities through the extensive advice given in Stroking the Python.From
inside the book:The re-claiming of women's psychic abilities and psychic lives is a major issue in
Goddess spirituality and in the wholeness of women. Learning that everyone is psychic,
learning what phenomena mean, sharing and understanding others' experiences, learning how
to develop women's own abilities is information women are ready and waiting for in this dawning
of the Age of Aquarius and Age of Women.Stroking the Python: Women's Psychic Lives is a
comprehensive course in psychic understanding, and ends women's psychic isolation forever.
The book contains the theory and explanation of psychic phenomena, women's shared and
varied experiences, and how-to material for every woman's growth and psychic development.
The reclamation of being psychic is women's reclamation of the Goddess - and their Goddess
Be-ing.”



Sue, “Five Stars. Diane Stein is a one big favourite of mine so informative with everything she
dose”
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